Characterizing the way satellite-based aerosol statistics change near clouds is important for better understanding both aerosol-cloud interactions and aerosol direct radiative forcing. This study focuses on the question of whether the observed near-cloud increases in aerosol optical thickness and particle size may be explained by a combination of two factors: (i) Near-cloud data coming from areas with higher cloud fractions than far-from-cloud data and (ii) Cloud fraction being correlated with aerosol optical thickness and particle size. This question is addressed through a statistical analysis of aerosol parameters included in the MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) ocean color product. Results from ten Septembers (2002-2011) over part of the northeast Atlantic Ocean confirm that the combination of these two factors working together explains a significant but not dominant part (in our case, 15%-30%) of mean optical thickness changes near clouds. Overall, the findings show that cloud fraction plays a large role in shaping the way aerosol statistics change with distance to clouds. This implies that both cloud fraction and distance to clouds are important to consider when aerosol-cloud interactions or aerosol direct radiative effects are examined in satellite or modeling studies.
Introduction
During the past decade, a variety of ground-based [1] [2] [3] , aircraft [4, 5] , and satellite [6] [7] [8] [9] measurements have indicated that aerosol populations are significantly different near clouds and far from clouds. These findings suggest that clouds are surrounded by a several km wide transition zone, where aerosol optical properties and particle size change systematically approaching clouds. Correct interpretation of near-cloud measurements is critical both for assessing aerosol radiative effects-over oceans, about half of all clear-sky columns occur within 4-5 km from low clouds [10] [11] [12] -and for understanding aerosol-cloud interactions.
The observed near-cloud changes likely come from several reasons, such as aerosols swelling in the humid air surrounding clouds [2, 6] , or cloud processing that enhances the number of light-scattering aerosol particles through chemical or microphysical processes [13, 14] . Moreover, undetected cloud particles-for example in small, evaporating cloud pockets- [15, 16] , clouds scattering sunlight into nearby clear areas [17] [18] [19] and even instrument imperfections [10] can also play a role. Most recently, analyzing Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) data, [20] showed (Figure 1 ) that data sampling can also make overall statistics of aerosol properties change with distance to clouds, given that far-from-cloud aerosol statistics are dominated by data from scenes with lower cloud fraction (CF), while near-cloud aerosol statistics are dominated by data from scenes with higher CF. This may lead to a statistical increase of aerosol optical thickness (AOT) near clouds because, as reported in several papers [21] [22] [23] [24] , AOT is positively correlated with CF-though cloud detection uncertainties and 3D radiative processes may make this correlation appear stronger than it really is [19, 25, 26] . We note that while CF (defined for 30 km and 40 km size areas in [20] and in this paper, respectively) represents large-scale conditions, the distance from the nearest cloud reflects individual pixel conditions. This paper further explores the contribution of data sampling to the observed near-cloud changes in aerosol statistics. It takes advantage of the unique opportunities of MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data products offer for exploring this topic. First, similarly to other imaging radiometers, MODIS can detect clouds that lie outside the satellite track, thus allowing more accurate estimations of both CF and distance to clouds than current spaceborne lidars or radars would allow. (We note that cloud detection has different strengths and limitations when using active instruments or MODIS. For example, while the altitude information helps lidars detect thin cloud layers even when surface properties are not well known, the higher signal-to-noise ratio and wider spectral coverage helps MODIS detect small low-level clouds [27, 28] .) Second, the MODIS ocean color product provides not only raw radiometric measurements at a resolution sufficiently high for observing systematic trends in near-cloud variations (~1 km) but also aerosol parameters such as optical thickness and Angstrom exponent. Third, some of the quality assessment flags accompanying MODIS data can also help interpret the results.
This outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes our dataset and methodology, Section 3 presents the results, and Section 4 provides a brief summary.
Data and Methodology
To help comparisons and putting earlier and current results in context, this paper analyzes a dataset that has been used earlier in [8, 29] . (Previously, relationships between aerosol and cloud properties in the study region were also examined in [23] .) The data comes from a roughly 1000 km by 500 km region (45°-50°N, 5°-25°W) of the Atlantic Ocean southwest of the United Kingdom (Figure 2) . The study uses all daytime MODIS Aqua data from this area for ten two week long periods: 14-29 September in years 2002-2011. The dataset is limited to viewing zenith angles less than 10°. The analysis uses aerosol information provided at 1 km resolution in the R2012 version of the MODIS ocean color product [30] : 869 nm aerosol optical thickness, 443 nm-869 nm Angstrom exponent, and various quality assessment (QA) flags. This product is well suited for our study because of its high spatial resolution, its design minimizing uncertainties due to variations in ocean properties, and its extensive set of QA flags.
Similarly to earlier studies [4, 6, 8, 18] , we focus on clear areas around low-altitude clouds, as they are most likely to strongly influence nearby aerosols, which are often concentrated at low altitudes. Low clouds are identified using the MODIS cloud mask (MYD35) and cloud product (MYD06), assuming that cloud top pressures over 700 hPa indicate low clouds occurring below ~3 km. For any pixel with aerosol data, the local low CF is calculated by considering a 41 km by 41 km area around the pixel. The low CF is then calculated as the ratio of the number of low cloud pixels to the total number of pixels that are either cloud free or are covered by low clouds. (Pixels with high clouds are excluded, because high clouds can obscure the view and prevent the detection of low clouds below. Moreover, clear-sky pixels are not used if the cloud nearest to them is above 3 km, because high clouds may obscure the view of any low clouds, making it difficult to determine the distance to the nearest low cloud.)
Results
This section presents the results in three subsections that discuss observations near low-level clouds by considering (i) all cloud-free areas, (ii) all cloud-free and possibly cloud-contaminated areas, and (iii) cloud-free areas near very thin or small clouds.
All Cloud-Free Areas
We first examine near-cloud behaviors of aerosol properties by screening our data using all QA flags except for the straylight flag. (We note that all QA flags can take one of two values: "warning" or "no warning".) The straylight flag is designed to mark areas near bright spots such as thick clouds to ensure that the highly sensitive ocean color retrievals are not biased by instrument stray light contamination [10] . Had we used the straylight flag, we would have been safe even from very small artifacts, but then all information on aerosol properties near thick clouds would have been lost. By not using the straylight flag, we included into our dataset even the areas near thick (bright) clouds. Figure 3 examines the statistics of our dataset with the goal of confirming our expectations outlined in Figure 1 . Panel a confirms the behavior assumed in Figure 1a : As we move farther away from clouds, a higher portion of the data comes from areas with low cloud fractions. Panel b shows that the blue curve is above the red one, which confirms the behavior assumed in Figure 1b : Similarly to the findings of earlier studies [24, 31] , AOT increases with CF in our dataset as well. On the other hand, Panel b also shows that AOT increases near clouds for any CF. This implies that not all of the near-cloud increases observed in earlier studies can be attributed to the sampling effect outlined in Figure 1 (consisting of the combination of (i) farther from clouds, more of the data comes from areas with low CF, and (ii) lower CF implies lower AOT because of a positive correlation between the two quantities). Panel c shows that the Angstrom exponent (AE) drops near clouds, which indicates larger particle size there. All these behaviors are in qualitative agreement with the findings for CALIPSO data [20] .
Additionally, Figure 3c also shows that the AE drop near clouds is especially strong for low CF, perhaps because higher humidity in regions of higher CF keeps particles swollen even in the center of larger clear gaps. Finally, Panel c also shows that AE is larger for larger CF. This is not what one would expect from aerosol humidification or cloud contamination under steady meteorological conditions, and instead may be understood through the following argument. First, there is a positive correlation between AOT and CF ( Figure 3b ). Second, both our dataset and the MYD04 aerosol product [32] show that in our region, periods of higher AOT come from an increased concentration of small particles that cause higher AEs. We believe that this is neither a microphysical effect nor optical artifact, but an issue of long-range aerosol transport. Most likely, these small particles represent pollution such as sulfate aerosols coming from North America and Europe. The ten separate mean values of AOT and AE for each September in our dataset demonstrate a strong positive correlation (not shown here). We note that in qualitative agreement with these results, MYD04 aerosol data (displayed through NASA's Giovanni system at http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni) for a full 10-year period shows a positive correlation between monthly mean AOT and AE for our region. As a result, higher CF is associated with higher AOT and, in turn, higher AE. Figure 4 shows the results as a function of CF at 3 km and 6 km distances from clouds; far enough to reduce the risk of cloud contamination but close enough to see cloud-related effects. Panel a illustrates that, as expected, data from higher CFs is more prevalent closer to clouds. Panels b and c illustrate that, as explained in the previous paragraph, both AOT and AE increase with CF. Panel b also shows that the 869 nm AOT increases with CF at a similar rate near and far from clouds. However, the steeper AE curve at 3 km in Panel c suggests that at shorter wavelengths such as 550 nm, AOT increases faster with CF at 3 km than 6 km. (Given the same 869 nm AOT, larger AE means larger 550 nm AOT. Thus, AE increasing more with CF for D = 3 km means that 550 nm AOT also increases more with CF.) In order to quantitatively estimate the impact of sampling CFs differently near and far from clouds, [20] resampled their data, such that at any distance from a cloud, the resampled CF distribution matched the CF distribution observed at 10 km. They found that this resampling weakened the near-cloud increase in lidar backscatter and particle size by about 30%. To mitigate the sampling effect highlighted in Figure 1 , here we further explore this issue by testing two different resampling methods that exclude some pixels from our calculations of mean AOT and AE. In particular, we reduce the number of used pixels in such ways that at any distance to clouds, CF will be either (method a) uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.6, or (method b) following the original dataset's overall CF distribution (which combines all available data regardless of distance to cloud). Figure 5a shows that AOT enhancements are not very sensitive to the sampling of CF, as either method weakens the near-cloud enhancements by about 15%. This insensitivity can be understood by considering that in Figure 3b , the CF-dependence (measured as the difference between blue and red curves) is weaker than the near-cloud increase (measured as the difference between values far and close to a cloud). In contrast, Figure 5b shows that resampling greatly strengthens near-cloud AE changes: For example, the difference between the AEs 2 km and 10 km away from clouds is 3-4 times larger for the resampled data than for the original data. To understand why resampling and its exact method make a big difference for AE, we need to consider that in Figure 3c , CF-dependence is comparable or even stronger than the near-cloud change (i.e., the distance between the red and blue curves is comparable to the near-cloud change for either of these curves). The strong CF dependence implies that the results might be different if we use different resampling schemes for combining the various CF curves into a single overall curve.
The finding in Figure 5b that resampling to a constant CF strengthens near-cloud AE-changes is opposite to the findings in [20] . The strengthening comes from the positive correlation (discussed at Fig 3c) between CF and AE in our multi-September dataset: When we resample our data to a constant CF distribution, we increase the weight of low CFs (hence low AEs) near clouds, while far from clouds, we increase the weight of high CFs (hence high AEs).
Figure 5. Near-cloud changes in (a) AOT and (b) AE, when data from all CFs is combined in various ways. Blue (original): all data; Red (method a):
At all distance bins, the CF distribution is resampled to a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 0.6; Green (method b): At all distance bins, the CF distribution is resampled to the overall CF distribution. All QA flags are used to screen the data except for the straylight flag.
All Cloud-Free and Possibly Cloud-Contaminated Areas
In this section we examine the way Figures 3, 4 and 5 change if, in addition to ignoring the straylight flag, our data selection also ignores warnings by the sstwarn QA flag described in Table 1 . Ignoring the sstwarn flag allows one to consider even the pixels where the aerosol population is somewhat similar to cloud droplets due to a significant number of large particles (such as desert dust grains). On the other hand, ignoring the sstwarn also raises the possibility of cloud contamination (the presence of cloud droplets in atmospheric columns deemed cloud free by the cloud mask), mostly by thin cirrus or very small cumulus clouds [33] . Figure 6 shows that ignoring the sstwarn flag doesn't change the basic tendencies we saw in Figure 3 . If anything, the tendencies of Figure 3 get amplified: The sampling of CF becomes more uneven and, for higher cloud fraction, the AE decrease near clouds gets stronger. As expected, the impact is strongest for higher CFs, as having more clouds intensifies cloud and cloud-related meteorological effects on nearby clear areas, and makes the presence of undetected cloud pieces more likely. The impact of ignoring the sstwarn flag extends far from clouds because cloud contamination by thin cirrus can occur even far from any detected low clouds. Figure 7b shows that not using the sstwarn flag increases the AOT vs. CF slope by about 50%. This indicates that CF has especially strong effects on pixels flagged by sstwarn. For example, pixels deemed cloud free by the cloud mask may be especially sensitive to CF-related conditions (e.g., humidity, prevalence of updrafts) if they contain detrained cloud droplets or large aerosols that can grow substantially in modest updrafts-and hence are flagged by sstwarn.
In contrast, Figure 7c shows that not using the sstwarn flag decreases the AE vs. CF slope by about a third, giving the impression that particle size in pixels flagged by sstwarn is not really sensitive to CF. This impression, however, is somewhat misleading: The undetected droplets or large aerosols that trigger the sstwarn flag create a strong CF-sensitivity for both AOT and particle size. For particle size, however, this strong effect acts to weaken the even stronger opposite effect discussed at Figure 3c : High AOT and CF in this region is often associated with high concentrations of small pollution particles, which causes AE to increase with CF-albeit the increase is weaker for the sstwarn-flagged pixels, which are especially susceptible to local humidity and cloud effects. Figure 8a shows that when not using the sstwarn flag, resampling our dataset to a constant CF distribution weakens the near-cloud AOT increase by 30% for either resampling method (in contrast to the 15% weakening when the sstwarn flag was used in Figure 5 ). Figure 8b shows that when not using the sstwarn flag, resampling by any method increases the near-cloud AE drop of the original dataset (which combines all data for any CF) by more than a third.
Cloud-Free Areas Near Very Thin or Small Clouds
Finally, let us examine how the results change if we use all QA flags for data screening. Using even the straylight flag implies that we exclude areas near bright clouds, and keep only the areas near clouds that are too thin or small to trigger a straylight warning. Figure 9 shows that the results are very similar to Figure 3 farther than 5 km away from clouds, where the straylight flag is hardly ever set. Near clouds, however, the sample numbers drop drastically in Panel a, as only the clear pixels near very thin clouds remain. Panel b shows that the thin clouds (or small cloud puffs) that don't trigger a straylight warning have only a weak effect on AOT. Panel c-and its comparison to Figure 6c -reveals that using a more restrictive data selection yields higher AE, that is, smaller particle size. For low CF, particle size still increases towards clouds, but the increase is weaker than it was for the more inclusive data selections in Figure 6c . (The changes appear strong right near clouds, but this likely comes from the low sample numbers and/or cloud contamination.) For higher CF, AE remains steady past 2 km from clouds, perhaps because particle populations may be dominated by small pollution particles that might be below or above cloud altitude, or because the higher humidity keeps particles swollen even in the center of clear gaps. The final figure, Figure 10 , shows that AOT and AE both increase with CF, though the AOT increase is weaker than in Figure 4 . The AE increase is especially significant and, as discussed earlier, may be due to small pollution particles in cloudier periods. 
Conclusions
This study used satellite data to examine the way aerosol particles change in the vicinity of clouds. In particular, it investigated whether the near-cloud increases in optical thickness and particle size found in earlier studies may be explained by the combination of two factors: (i) Near-cloud data coming from areas with higher cloud fractions than far-from-cloud data and (ii) Cloud fraction being correlated with aerosol optical thickness and particle size. In addressing this issue, the paper presented a statistical analysis of aerosol optical thickness and Angstrom exponent values reported in the MODIS ocean color product as a function of cloud fraction and distance to cloud. Using MODIS data allowed this study to examine retrieved aerosol properties as opposed to raw radiometric data, and also to consider off-track clouds in characterizing local cloud fraction and distance to clouds. The analysis used data collected over the northeast Atlantic Ocean during ten consecutive Septembers. Similar to the analysis of CALIPSO data [20] , the results of MODIS data analysis showed that sampling of different cloud fractions near clouds and far from clouds can explain a significant but not dominant part (15%-30%) of the near-cloud AOT changes reported earlier [29] . For particle size, however, analyzing the Atlantic Ocean southwest of the United Kingdom yielded some opposite behaviors than the area near the Azores [20] : While sampling different cloud fractions near and far from clouds strengthened the near-cloud particle size changes in the composite statistics of the Azores, this effect weakened the near-cloud particle size changes in our composite statistics. The opposite behavior arises because in our dataset, particle size decreases with the increase of cloud fraction, as cloudier air coming from North America or Europe contains smaller pollution particles than the more clear air containing larger sea salt or desert dust particles. The differences between results for our study region and the region around the Azores confirm the earlier finding that near-cloud behaviors display significant variability across the globe [34] .
Accordingly, we found that resampling our data to a constant cloud fraction distribution (that doesn't change with distance to clouds) makes observed near-cloud optical thickness changes slightly weaker. In contrast, the resampling made near-cloud particle size changes even stronger in our dataset-which implies that resampling would strengthen the particle size changes discussed in [29] . We also found that the exact method of resampling makes very little difference for optical thickness, and only a modest difference for particle size (characterized through the Angstrom exponent).
Finally, the results revealed that the way aerosol statistics change with distance to clouds or cloud fraction depends on which MODIS-provided quality assessment (QA) flags we use for data screening. When all QA flags are used, near-cloud data is kept only if the nearby clouds are very thin-and so aerosol changes with distance to cloud or cloud fraction are very weak. When warnings by the straylight QA flag are ignored, the dataset will include areas near thick clouds as well, resulting in aerosol statistics that change markedly with both distance to cloud and cloud fraction. When warnings by the sstwarn flag are also ignored, data with somewhat cloud-like aerosol populations are also included even at the risk of some cloud contamination-and this results in even stronger changes in aerosol statistics with both distance to cloud and cloud fraction.
Overall, the findings highlight that cloud fraction plays a significant role in shaping the way aerosol statistics change with distance to clouds. This implies that both cloud fraction and distance to clouds are important to consider in satellite studies and modeling of aerosol-cloud interactions or aerosol direct radiative effects.
